




Developed by educational experts from the KAIST Global Institute for Talented 

Education, GENIBOT encourages the ongoing exploration of all STEAM fields. 

GENIBOT is the only all-in-one coding robot that can be used at home for self-

study and also flawlessly integrated into programming classes at multiple grade 

levels.

Over the past 20 years, coding education has 

become commonplace in schools around the 

world and is now heralded as one of the most 

important skills for young generations to learn. 

Educational robots are growing in popularity 

as a way to get kids interested in coding, and 

now command over 27% of a $2.5 billion global 

EduTech market. 

Despite this, teachers can’t use existing 

coding robots for true interactive education 

experiences. GeniRobot’s cloud-based 

LIMS solution is the first coding education 

platform to solve online communication 

problems, making remote guided learning 

possible.

FROM CODING EDUCATION 
TO STEAM & AI

WHY GENIROBOT?
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Unplugged is a revolutionary learning 

system that uses physical cards instead 

of computers to develop computational 

thinking in young learners.

GENIBOT can be programmed to 

perform various actions by placing it on 

top of any combination of 47 different 

cards. Possible actions include:

It is possible to build complex programs with Unplugged cards. Make GENIBOT perform 

an entire song and dance while changing colors. GENIBOT can even interact with 

physical puzzle boards and stickers. It’s true analog learning for the digital age.

Move

Rotate

Follow a line

Move on a grid

Perform calculations

Play musical notes

Connect to Bluetooth

Program new functions

...and more!
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via Bluetooth with an app for iOS and 

Android. The app includes all of the 

same functions as the Unplugged 

cards, and also has a remote control to 

move GENIBOT in real time or program 

directions visually.

With the GENIBOT app, you 

can:

Control motion, speed and color

Turn on/off line tracing mode

Draw pictures with the pen 

attachment

Code mathematical formulas

Do Unplugged card coding

Program GENIBOT to perform 

music

Control GENIBOT’s tilt
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they can graduate directly to writing programs for GENIBOT on a computer. Three 

options are available that open GENIBOT’s possibilities:

ENTRY
An educational 

platform that allows 

young learners 

to easily learn 

the principles of 

programming.

SCRATCH 3.0
An introductory 

programming 

language that enables 

children ages 4 and 

older to create their 

own interactive 

stories and games.

PYTHON
A full-featured object oriented 

programming language. 

Python can be used as the 

next step to make GENIBOT 

do almost anything — the 

imagination is the limit.
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Y GENIBOT inspires the imagination 

and innovation every step of the way, 

encouraging learners to design, build, 

invent and experiment with code.

A number of add-on accessories are 

available that allow kids to personalize 

their GENIBOT and completely change 

their learning experience: 

Pen holder: Make GENIBOT 

draw as it moves!

Module holder: Turn your 

GENIBOT into an elephant!

Arm: Teach GENIBOT to play 

soccer!

Block holder: Snap LEGO on 

to GENIBOT to make a car, 

a giant robot, or anything 

else!

Using the included 5-pin connector, advanced learners can also interface 

GENIBOT with a wide range of external components to learn in a hands-on way 

how a robot perceives its environment. Connection possibilities include: Arduino 

sensors, joysticks, servo motors, ultrasound distance sensors and a micro:bit, 

among many other options. The sky’s the limit!








